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PROLOGUE

The publication of the white paper "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System", in October 31st, 2008, by Satoshi Nakamoto, brought to light a new
value transfer model that is decentralized by using a chain of blocks that later
would be called blockchain.
In the blockchain, all participants directly control transactions and both parties
of a transaction can settle it without establishing a trust-based relationship.
The Bitcoin technology changed the way information is acquired and shared,
putting peer-to-peer communication in the center of this new dynamics.
Later, the emergence of Ethereum revealed a pent-up demand for more
flexibility to create blockchain-compatible software to expand its applicability
in everyday life. But known scalability issues have paved the way for rivals
trying to fill gaps in low-cost transaction processing speed and capacity.
The rise of platforms like Binance Smart Chain, Avalanche and Solana takes
advantage of this market opportunity that should not cease even with the
Taproot update of Bitcoin, which should take some of the burden off the
developers who want to create smart contracts that run on the BTC network.
One of the reasons is the increasingly evident need to popularize
decentralized finance (DeFi), which takes away from banks and governments
the power to intermediate (and make more expensive) financing, loans,
income products and a series of financial services that have the potential of
printing a true bottom-up revolution on the global economic scenario,
especially in times of crisis.
Even with this latent demand, none of these solutions so far have managed to
break through the barrier of cryptocurrency enthusiasts. Despite their
exponential appreciation in 2021, these platforms continue to be used by a
niche of individuals and large investors who are newcomers to
cryptocurrencies.

According to a study by the investment bank JP Morgan published in
November 2021, the 780% growth in the amount invested in DeFi in the year is
mainly due to the appreciation of Ethereum, which holds 70% of the market,
and not to the increase in user investments. , which rose much less in the
period: around 50%.
In ZCore's view, both Ethereum and the projects that intend to replace or
improve it have a fundamental problem in their growth models, which ignore
decades of consumption habits and end up not focusing on the integration of
innovations in the crypto sector with products that are known to the public.

Therefore, most blockchain projects lack a connection to the real world,
limiting the wide application of DeFi and smart contract platforms in general.
The purpose of this white paper is to demonstrate how a new smart contracts
platform can leverage this gap to apply a more effective growth strategy based
on new and interoperable technology and shorten the learning curve to help
bring one billion users into the cryptocurrency world - applied to everyday life.
Meet ZCore Network.

UNDERSTANDING THE
DESIGN #2
What is ZCore Network?
ZCore Network is a complete software platform that runs on blockchain,
including proprietary libraries that run on that blockchain and end-user
applications, including a wallet that communicates with this logic.

Blockchain
A blockchain or cryptographic network is a broad term used to describe a
database maintained by a distributed set of computers that do not share a
common trust or ownership. This arrangement is known as decentralized.
The content of a blockchain database is authenticated using cryptographic
techniques, preventing its content from being added, edited or removed,
except in accordance with a protocol operated by the network as a whole.
The code for the ZCore Network draws from the same source as Ethereum, the
blockchain for building general-purpose decentralized applications.
ZCN, however, relates to Ethereum in the following way.

Smart contracts

Native cryptocurrency

ZCORE NETWORK (ZCN) IS A PUBLIC BLOCKCHAIN
GOVERNED BY THE FOLLOWING PILLARS:

Independence

Consensus

Compatibility

ZCN is a first-tier standalone blockchain, that is, it is
not a second-tier solution that relies on a primary
blockchain that provides security: transactions are
validated on the same chain as the validator nodes
operate.

To capitalize on the popularity of Solidity-built
applications for Ethereum, ZCN offers full
compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM), so that most dApps, ecosystem
components, and tools will function normally on
ZCN with little or no change by the developer.

Staking-based consensus is more environmentally
friendly as it eliminates the excessive energy
expenditure of Proof of Work to validate blocks.
This consensus system should also ensure high
network performance and facilitate greater
transaction capacity.

ECONOMIC MODEL #3

In response to various issues in blockchain technology and industrial
applications, the development team of ZCore Network has joined forces of
experienced developers and delved into the technology of decentralized
platforms to create a sustainable public blockchain, in line with the concept
of DeFi 2.0.

What is DeFi 2.0?

The proposal, therefore, seeks to combine functionalities known to the general
public with new solutions for providing liquidity that help to circumvent known
problems of DeFi projects, such as capital flight in search of increasing returns,
impacting the sustainability of the Total Value Locked ( TVL) and the health of
the protocols running on the network.
The ZCore team believes that one of the possible incentive solutions is linked
to real-world utility. The strategy is based on the following: ZCore, ZCore Card
and Cashback DeFi.
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ZCORE FINANCE
CARD
Initially compatible with Binance Smart Chain tokens, the ZCore Card will
become the world's first card directly connected to the blockchain.
The cryptocurrency card is native to the ZCore Network and has physical
and digital versions. In the future, it will evolve into a fully digital crypto
payment method.

Buy with crypto

Compatible with Pix

High usability

Integrated to the blockchain

DEFI CASHBACK
1% crypto cashback

Cashback that yields

DeFi 2.0

UNLIMITED DEFI CASHBACK
Available to all

Unlimited cashback

ZCORE NETWORK ECONOMIC
MODEL
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1. User loads card with
cryptocurrencies from
ZCore Network

2. Transaction pays
network fee in ZCore
(ZCR) and burns ZEFI

3. User spends with
card and earns
cashback

4. Cashback is
deposited in DeFi
protocol and starts to
yield

5. To earn more, user
spends more on the
card to get more
cashback

6. By spending more,
the card needs to be
recharged more often,
generating new
network fees in ZCR

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
ZCore Network starts by betting on a card for payments but has the
vision that this is just an intermediate step towards a future where
transactions will be made entirely with cryptocurrencies.
In this scenario, ZCore aims to be an agnostic platform that any token can
rely on to offer payments and use the DeFi cashback system to boost
itself.
If today the ZCore Finance Card has a physical and digital version, in the
future it will not even need to exist: in the metaverse, any dApp can
connect to the ZCore Network via a bridge and deliver DeFi cashback for
purchases in virtual businesses.
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GOVERNANCE #4
Allocation of the ZCore Token (ZCR) - Issuance: 2.5 billion ZCR

Ecosystem

21,7%

ZCore Foundation

20,8%

Launchpad

17,9%

Team

15,1%

Staking rewards

11,3%

ICO for validators

7,5%

ZCR swap

5,7%

GOVERNANCE MECHANISM

Validators
Validators help secure the ZCore Network by participating in the Proof of Stake
with Authority (POSA) protocol. Applicants for one of the 40 validator slots
need to stake 10 million (10,000,000) ZCR.
Once the quota of 40 validators has ended, new vacancies will only open in
case of withdrawal (unlocking ZCR) of one of the active validators, or
misbehavior (attempted fraud).

IMPLEMENTATION AND ITERATION
#5
Network migration
ZCore (ZCR) users on the old network must migrate their assets to the new
network. The migration will be carried out at a ratio of 1:10 due to the change
in the offer of the asset in the ZCN.

1. Migration of ZCore from
old network to Wrapped
ZCore (wZCR) on Binance
Smart Chain (BSC)
2. Migration of ZCore Token
from old network to
Wrapped ZCore (wZCR) on
Binance Smart Chain
(BSC)
3. Upon completion of the
swap to BSC, the ZCore
Token will be
discontinued and ZCore
will cease to exist on the
original network

4. With the launch of the
ZCore Network mainnet,
wZCR owners will be able
to redeem ZCore (ZCR) on
the new network

ROADMAP

12/20
21

ZCR Swap -> WZCR (BSC)
ZCRT Swap -> WZCR (BSC)
WZCR staking activation
until mainnet release

Testnet launch

Q1 2022

Q2

WZCR(BSC) -> ZCR (ZCN) Swap
Mainnet launch

Release of ZCore Finance
(AMM) in the ZCN network
Bridge release for
tokens from other networks

Q3

DeFi cashback
Q4

Digital payments with crypto

2023

ZCore Academy

